[1] A large meteor entered the atmosphere above northeastern Oregon on 19 February 2008 at 530 PST. Several hundreds of broadband seismic stations in the U.S. Pacific Northwest recorded acoustic-to-seismic coupled signals from this event. The travel times of the first arriving energy are consistent with a terminal explosion source model, suggesting that the large size of the explosion masked any signals associated with a continuous line source along its supersonic trajectory. Several infrasound arrays in North America also recorded this event. Both the seismic and infrasound data have been used to locate the explosion in 3-D space and time. Climatological atmospheric velocity models predict that infrasound signals from sources that occur at mid-northern latitudes in winter are usually ducted to the east due to eastward zonal winds. In this paper, we analyze travel time picks and use 3-D ray tracing to generate synthetic travel times based on various atmospheric models to show that the seismic network data instead reveal a predominant westward propagation direction. A sudden stratospheric warming event that reversed the zonal wind flow explains this westward propagation. The seismic data illuminate in unprecedented spatial detail the range and azimuthal definition of shadow zones out to a range of 500 km, suggesting that dense seismic networks can be used to study infrasound propagation at spatial resolutions that exceed that which can be done with only a handful of globally distributed infrasound arrays.
Introduction
[2] Infrasound is a subaudible (<20 Hz) acoustic energy in the atmosphere that is generated by a broad suite of natural phenomena and man-made sources [Bedard and Georges, 2000] . We learned of infrasound in 1883 as very long period infrasound waves from the cataclysmic eruption of Krakatoa that circled the Earth at least 7 times [Symons, 1888] . Higher-frequency infrasound and audible signals from this event were detected to a range of several thousands of kilometers [Symons, 1888] . In addition to volcanic eruptions, any phenomenon in the atmosphere or the shallow Earth that can compress a large volume of air is a potential infrasound source. Many natural sources (such as bolides, earthquakes, large avalanches, rockfalls, and large storms) in addition to man-made sources (such as nuclear and chemical explosions, rocket launches, supersonic aircraft) generate infrasound [Bass et al., 2006; Hedlin, 2006; Le Pichon et al., 2002a , 2002b Mikumo, 1968] .
[3] Because of its low frequency, infrasound propagates with relatively little energy loss and can be used to detect and probe the underlying physics of these sources at ranges of several hundreds to several thousands of kilometers. The atmosphere is acoustically anisotropic. Infrasound is ducted by temperature increases at higher altitudes (because acoustic velocity is directly proportional to the square root of absolute air temperature) but also by favorable winds in the stratosphere and the troposphere [Georges and Young, 1972; Georges and Beasley, 1977; de Groot-Hedlin, 2008; de Groot-Hedlin et al., 2010] . Infrasound can also be ducted within the higher-altitude thermosphere due to its high temperature but is heavily attenuated due to the low molecular density in this layer [Sutherland and Bass, 2004] .
[4] Infrasound is used for international nuclear test ban treaty monitoring. A 60-station global network of 1-3 km aperture infrasound arrays capable of locating a 1 kT nuclear explosion in the atmosphere is being constructed as part of the International Monitoring System (IMS), which will be used to monitor compliance with the Comprehensive NuclearTest-Ban Treaty (CTBT) [Le Pichon et al., 2009] . Including research arrays, there are on the order of 100 infrasound arrays operating worldwide as of 2010. Most infrasound studies employ analysis of data collected by such sparely located infrasound arrays. For example, infrasound has been used to probe the structure of the atmosphere, in particular at altitudes not constrained well by ground-based systems or satellites [e.g., Le Pichon et al., 2002a; Garces et al., 2004] .
[5] The performance of the IMS infrasound array network in detecting explosions has been assessed [Le Pichon et al., 2009; Green and Bowers, 2009] . Several studies have shown the utility of infrasound stations for locating events [e.g. Brown et al., 2002; Arrowsmith et al., 2008] . Although the density of infrasound stations is without precedent, the network is still relatively sparse compared to synoptic and small-scale changes of the atmosphere (for a review, see de Groot- and Norris et al. [2010] ). The atmosphere changes continuously at both fine scales (e.g., gravity waves) [Gibson et al., 2009; Norris et al., 2010] and large scales due to the temporal evolution of planetary waves and migrating tides Drob et al., 2010b] . Therefore, for a series of identical sources at the same location separated by hours or days and recorded by the same infrasound stations, the waveforms would not repeat from one source to the next but may vary significantly [e.g., Herrin et al., 2008] . In general, long-range propagation through the stratosphere primarily depends on the behavior of the eastwest zonal stratospheric wind jet. At midlatitudes, these winds reverse twice per year. The stratospheric duct depends critically on the zonal winds, with little energy expected at the ground at points upwind of the source [Georges and Young, 1972] . Our ability to model this time-varying structure has advanced [e.g., Drob et al., 2003 Drob et al., , 2008 Drob et al., , 2010a , as has our ability to synthesize infrasound propagation through it [e.g., Millet et al., 2007; de Groot Hedlin, 2008] .
[6] It is well known that infrasound waves from atmospheric sources load the Earth's surface and couple to seismic energy often above background seismic noise [e.g., Kanamori et al., 1991; Edwards, 2003; Langston, 2004; Cochran and Shearer, 2006; de Groot-Hedlin et al., 2008; Rogers et al., 2008] . While it is also well known that the underlying geology beneath each seismic station has a great influence on both the amplitude and character of acousticto-seismic coupled signals, the onset times for the arriving energy are accurately preserved during the acoustic-to-seismic energy conversion. Therefore, seismic network studies of large acoustic events using onset times only require the initial assumption that the signal-to-noise ratio is adequate for picking, which can be validated later with infrasound propagation modeling. Seismic networks record signals from large atmospheric sources and sample properties of the infrasound wavefield at a considerably higher spatial density than is possible with existing infrasound arrays. Although the station density is highly variable, there are several thousands of broadband seismometers in use worldwide. In heavily instrumented areas, travel times from first arrivals can be used to accurately locate the infrasound source in 3-D space and time [Edwards, 2003] . Once the source is located, the travel times of multipathed arrivals can be used to study infrasound propagation at a nearly continuous function of range and azimuth from the source to the ground, a task that would be impossible with only a few infrasound arrays spaced several thousands of kilometers apart.
[7] In this paper, we present a study of a large bolide that exploded above and in the vicinity of several hundreds of broadband seismic stations in the U.S. Pacific Northwest on 19 February 2008. The seismic network recorded several hundreds of acoustic-to-seismic coupled signals due to the event. Bootstrap resampling procedures place the terminal burst in northeast Oregon in the middle stratosphere. We defer additional details on the source location to Walker et al. [2010] . We show that the dense seismic network data reveal several branches of infrasound propagation from the elevated source to the ground predominantly to the west of the event. This is atypical; empirical atmospheric velocity models predict that sources that occur at mid-northern latitudes in winter are usually detected to the east due to eastward zonal winds. Using 3-D ray tracing through a composite atmospheric model, we show that the event occurred during a major sudden stratospheric warming event [e.g., Manney et al., 2008; Wang and Alexander, 2009; Evers and Siegmund, 2009 ] that reversed zonal wind flow favoring stratospheric ducting to the west.
Study Area
[8] In terms of infrasound propagation, the U.S. Pacific Northwest is located at a latitude where eastward stratospheric winds generally occur during the Northern Hemisphere winter. The result is preferential ducting of infrasound to the east [e.g., Georges and Beasley, 1977; Le Pichon et al., 2009] . During the summer months, the stratospheric winds reverse, resulting in predominant westward ducting. In addition, the strong polar tropospheric jet stream meanders over the northwest United States, resulting in variable eastward tropospheric ducting. But the Northern Hemisphere wintertime general circulation is much more variable as compared to the hemispherically stable summertime conditions. The seasonal variability of infrasound propagation in the region over a 5 year time series was recently investigated theoretically by Drob et al. [2010b] . Typically minor sudden stratospheric warming events, where the stratospheric zonal wind slow but do not reverse, occur several times each winter. Major sudden stratospheric warming events, where the polar stratospheric vortex is completely disrupted with the zonal winds reversing directions for periods of several weeks over a broad range of longitudes, typically occur about every other year.
Seismic and Video Observations
[9] The USArray and regional seismic networks in the Pacific Northwest area of the United States provided data for this study. At the time of the event, the USArray extended north-south across the continental United States and east −west at ∼700 km from the bolide event in each direction (Figure 1 ). The bolide explosion was surrounded by ∼500 seismic stations of the USArray and regional networks ( Figure 2 , white and colored circles). Two temporary PASCALL seismic deployments were in progress at the time of the bolide. The Wallowa Flexible Array network, by Gene Humphries of the University of Oregon, comprised over 10 broadband seismometers. The High Lava Plains Seismic Experiment, led by Matt Fouch of the University of Arizona and David James of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, involved a dense network of over 90 broadband seismometers. Seismic recordings made at these arrays have been used to investigate crustal and upper mantle structures within Oregon [Long et al., 2009; Scarberry et al., 2009; Warren et al, 2008] . The IMS infrasound array I56US was also located 300 km from the explosion. Here our interest is only in acoustic signals recorded at the seismic stations. We analyze only vertical component data near 1 Hz.
[10] Several video cameras recorded the terminal explosion ( Figure 2 , black triangles). Azimuths and uncertainties from three video cameras to the center of the explosion were estimated using objects in the foreground. An all-sky camera in West Kelowna, British Columbia, provided a single azimuth. The video cameras and the all-sky camera place the terminal burst above the Blue Mountains in NE Oregon. An all-sky camera in Calgary, Alberta, was synched to universal time and provided the time of the final burst to within 1 s. Additional details of the video constraints on the source location are discussed by Walker et al. [2010] .
Analysis

Observations
[11] The bolide was located in 2-D space and time by reverse time migration (RTM) of envelope functions of 1-5 Hz band-pass-filtered vertical component USArray seismic data [Walker et al., 2010] . The uncertainties were estimated via a bootstrap technique. The source time and altitude were estimated via a separate grid search using 3-D ray tracing with an European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model. The reverse time migration approach does not require an assumption about the source model or manual arrival picking. The RTM results suggest that the dominant signals observed by the seismic networks result from a point source. Back azimuths from several video cameras that recorded the bolide point to a terminal flash of light 2 km from the seismic source location. These results suggest that the terminal burst of the bolide created a point source of acoustic energy that was sampled by the seismic networks and that the seismic source location is accurate.
[12] It is well known that infrasound can travel through the atmosphere from one point to another along multiple paths. After the bolide source location was determined, the seismic waveforms were passband filtered to a frequency band spanning 1 Hz, because the bulk of the signals had a frequency content between 0.8 and 3.0 Hz. In some cases, however, energy was observed above or below these limits, and different filters were used during the picking stage to produce the most accurate estimate of the signal onset time. We manually picked the onset times of energy packets in station time windows assuming a linear moveout velocity range of 275-325 m/s. Some sensors recorded at least one clear acoustic-to-seismic coupled signal within these predicted time windows, while others did not. The colored symbols shown in Figure 3 recorded some signal after the explosion and are scaled by the ratio of the signal-topresignal noise amplitude. The uncolored and unscaled symbols in Figures 2 and 3 represent stations that did not record a signal above noise. Although Figure 3 only shows a signal being detected out to 500 km distance, additional analysis of seismic data from the entire USArray shows that a bolide signal was consistently recorded out to a range of 800 km [Walker et al., 2010] .
[13] An obvious pattern exists in the travel time picks; there are many more stations that detected a bolide signal to the south and west of the epicenter than to the north and east (Figure 3) . Furthermore, within the first 100 km, the maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each station is generally larger to the north and east. At ranges greater than 100 km, the SNR is generally greater to the south and west.
[14] The signal-to-noise ratios rather than absolute amplitudes are shown in Figure 3 because different geologic site conditions are known to give rise to varying acoustic-toseismic transmission factors [e.g., Langston, 2004] . The absolute seismic noise levels are shown in Figure 4 . To define the noise amplitude, we calculated the mean value of the envelope function of the 0.8-3 Hz band-pass-filtered data for a 100 s long noise window centered at 1315 UTC. The seismic noise is about 15 dB greater to the northwest than to the east. This indicates that the patterns shown in Figure 3 are likely due to propagation and not a result of variation in background seismic noise level.
[15] The orange symbols shown in Figure 3 to the west of the source represent stations selected for the record section shown in Figure 5a . Recordings from the stations highlighted in yellow are shown in Figure 5b ; green stations are shown in Figure 5c . The waveforms are all normalized by their respective maximum values for plotting purposes.
[16] The first arriving energy for a profile to the northwest shows linear moveout for ranges past 100 km (Figure 5a) . A continuous line source model was found to explain the acoustic-to-seismic coupled signals recorded by seismometers in Southern California created by the supersonic reentry of the Shuttle Atlantis . In contrast to that model, the travel times for the first arriving energy of this bolide are shown by Walker et al. [2010] to be due to a terminal explosion at the same latitude and longitude obtained by the reverse time migration result but with a stratospheric elevation.
[17] The record sections in Figure 5 show four different traveltime branches, which are identified by their celerity. Celerity is defined as source-receiver offset divided by observed travel time. The record section in Figure 5a shows clearly two traveltime branches along a single azimuth to the northwest. The first branch extends from the source region to past 250 km. The second arriving branch begins at 200 km and extends past 300 km. The first branch appears at a progressively higher celerity with increasing range (due to the hyperbolic moveout associated with the source altitude), reaching ∼315 m/s past a range of 200 km. The celerity of the slower branch also increases with increasing range, reaching 295 m/s at a range of 300 km. The waveform packets associated with these branches are about 15 s long.
[18] The record section to the southwest of the event is quite different (Figure 5b ). Two branches are observed at celerities of about ∼315 m/s. The second arriving branch appears at a range of ∼230 km. The waveform packets defining both of these branches are ∼30 s long and are the same branches observed in Figure 5a . However, a new much slower branch is observed with a celerity ranging from 220 to 250 m/s. The waveforms comprising this slow branch are more impulsive and have a duration of only ∼5 s.
[19] In Figure 5c , we plot data from stations at a range of 300 km and between azimuths of 210°-235°from the source. All three branches already shown in Figure 5b are seen; however, the fastest branch near 310 m/s gradually fades from view with decreasing azimuth. The second branch fades more rapidly with decreasing azimuth. A new, third fastest branch emerges from the noise for azimuths less than 210°. The slowest branch near 250 m/s is seen between 178°a nd 230°.
[20] The signal character of each branch appears to be relatively independent of range, other than the amplitude changes relative to noise noted earlier. This suggests a lack of a significant site effect at any of the stations or, less likely, suggests very similar site effects at all stations. The steady moveout of the signals with increasing range from the source clearly indicates that all signals are from the same source and that the sound produced by the bolide has reached the receivers along multiple paths.
[21] There are two metrics by which to identify traveltime branches: apparent phase velocity and celerity. For ducted and tropospheric phases, traveltime branches will converge to a constant apparent phase velocity and celerity when the ratio of the range to source altitude is much greater than 1. For reflections, this is not the case, since the apparent phase velocity will consistently vary with range. Although apparent phase velocity is a relatively easy metric to utilize because it does not rely on a priori knowledge of the source location and time, its measurement generally requires an infrasound array. The celerities of all the observed traveltime branches at all azimuths out to 500 km range are summarized in Figure 6 . Because of the picking technique employed, some of the picked "signals" may have been local noise bursts unrelated to the event, which would appear as "clutter." Signals that are well above noise and lie on celerity branches can be confidently associated with acoustic-to-seismic coupled signals from the bolide explosion.
[22] We observe a fast branch (labeled branch 1 in Figure 6 ) extending from the source region to ∼350 km ( Figure 7a ). The signals observed at distances <100 km occur at all azimuths from the source. The more distant signals on this branch are predominantly recorded to the southwest, west, and northwest of the event. This is the first arriving branch seen in Figures 5a-5c. The second fastest branch (labeled branch 2 in Figure 6 ) lies at distances from ∼200 to ∼350 km with virtually all stations located to the southwest, west, and northwest of the source (Figure 7b ). This is the second arriving branch seen in [23] Although the combined seismic networks provide much greater coverage of the infrasound wavefield than is provided by the global infrasound array network, the seismic coverage here is uneven (because of different research objectives), with the densest collection of stations to the south of the source. It is possible that some of the branches (especially branches 3 and 4) land on a somewhat larger area than implied by the seismic data. Specifically, the coverage of these branches is excellent as a function of azimuth from the source, but coverage is more uneven with range. In just considering the azimuthal variation, both Figures 5c and 7 illuminate shadow zones, where infrasound does not reach due to specific variations in ambient sound speed and wind between the source and receiver.
[24] Infrasound signals from the bolide were recorded by I56US, an IMS infrasound array with a 2 km aperture located in Newport, Washington. These signals are discussed in greater detail in Walker et al. [2010] . Three infrasound signals were observed over a 6 min period. The great circle azimuth from the array to the seismic location is 196°. Array processing indicates that all signals have back azimuths of 192°-196°. The observed celerities of the arrivals are 321, 278, and 242 m/s, which are consistent with those obtained by the seismic analysis (e.g., Figure 6 ).
Ray Modeling
[25] The travel times of the observed arrivals were predicted using ray tracing in a fully 3-D, range-dependent environment [Drob et al., 2003] derived from the 0.5°× 0.5°, 91-level resolution European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analysis products [Persson and Grazzini, 2007] up to 75 km and the HWM07/ MSISE-00 empirical climatologies Picone et al., 2002] above. The acoustic ray tracing is performed with the Eikonal ray tracing equations of Gossard and Hooke [1976] , ignoring vertical wind and terms involving neutral buoyancy. The calculations also account for surface reflections from uneven topography given by the NOAA GLOBE 30" digital terrain model [Hastings et al., 1999] . A total of 125,664 uniformly distributed rays were integrated forward in time from a spherical point source at the estimated source location 27 km above the ground. When a downward propagating ray made contact with the surface, the location and time of that contact was recorded. To illustrate the nature of the calculations, computed paths for those rays that encounter the ground toward an azimuth of 210°are shown in Figure 8 . For plotting purposes, range independence of the background atmosphere was assumed and topography was temporally ignored.
[26] The celerities of the predicted rays that reach the ground are shown in Figure 9 . Figures 8 and 9 show that infrasound rays are predicted to group onto a number of well-defined branches, as seen in the recorded data. The raypaths range in complexity from simple propagation directly to the ground to complex propagation involving a number of free-surface bounces. Considering the observed complexity of some of the raypaths and a need to easily reference infrasound phases that propagate along all possible raypaths that eventually reach the ground, we propose a new nomenclature for infrasound propagation (Appendix A).
[27] First, at ranges less than 100 km from the source, the propagation is simply down to the ground, i.e., branch d following the new nomenclature. At ranges beyond 100 km, the rays are tropospherically ducted after propagating directly to the ground from the source (dW n ). These modes extending into a long tail of constant celerity (∼320 m/s) for that energy trapped near the surface out to ranges greater that 300 km (Figures 8 and 9 ). Starting at distances of about 150 km, the rays propagated up from the source and were ducted back to the ground from within the stratosphere (uS). These rays have a similar celerity such that the dW n and uS branch coalesce in the record sections ( Figure 5 ) making it difficult to delineate where the d arrivals end and the uS arrivals begin. Although the d and dW n rays are predicted at all azimuths, the stratospherically ducted rays land to the west of the source due to zonal winds directed from east to west. Again, like the dW n rays, the uS rays can become trapped near the surface as the result of range dependence and topography (uSW n ). The next branch of stratospheric rays that are ducted in the stratosphere after a ground bounce . Celerity of rays with turning point below 110 km altitude. The rays at ranges under 100 km from the source are direct, down from the source. The predominantly red and yellow rays at ranges above 100 km with celerity near 300 m/s are ducted in the stratosphere. The slower branches seen at ranges above 300 km and celerity above 250 m/s are ducted in the thermosphere. The rays are color-coded by azimuth from the source.
(i.e., dS) has a slightly lower celerity of about 300 m/s and is seen starting at ranges of 250 km to the west. More distant clusters of rays, also just predicted to the west of the source, are stratospherically ducted, although the propagation paths are more complicated (i.e., uS 2 , uSe 2 and dS 2 ).
[28] The fastest thermospheric branch propagates up from the source (uT); the second thermospheric branch lands near the source (as d) before ducting back to the ground (dT ). While classical ray theory predicts that thermospheric ducting should occur in all directions [e.g., Georges and Beasley, 1977; Drob et al., 2003] , typically only those azimuths where the rays have turning points near or below 110 km should have any appreciable amplitudes (above 0.75 Hz) due to attenuation [e.g., Sutherland and Bass, 2004] . Excluding all the rays in the simulation with turning points above 110 km, the thermospherically ducted branches are predicted at celerities below 275 m/s for azimuths to the south. Additional calculations (not shown) indicate that, for these phases, azimuth is a strong function of the phase of solar migrating diurnal and semidiurnal tides [e.g. Forbes, 1995] ; for example, predominately southeast for 1200 UTC and due west for 1800 UTC. To bring the simulations of the uT phases into agreement with the observations, the phase of the tides in HWM07 were adjusted forward by 1 h. Furthermore, finite difference modeling confirms that the fourth (slowest) branch was ducted in the thermosphere after being directed up from the source (i.e., no bounce at the free surface between the source and receiving point) (C. D. de GrootHedlin, M. A. H. Hedlin, and K. Walker, Numerical synthesis of infrasound propagation with winds and attenuation: Application to a bolide explosion detected by seismic network, submitted to Geophysical Journal International, 2010).
[29] The 3-D acoustic ray calculations utilizing the ECMWF/ G2S background atmosphere were unable to explain the observation that signals on the third branch predominantly cluster to the south. The investigation of several hypotheses to explain this, related to uncertainties in the atmospheric models in conjunction with limitations of the propagation modeling technique, is ongoing. For example with an artificial adjustment of the southward wind velocity component of about 15 m/s near 60 km with vertical half-width of 10 km over the region, it is possible to produce a secondary branch of arrivals uS′, very similar to what is observed between ranges of 200 and 300 km with celerities of 260-290 m/s. These are issues are discussed further in section 5.
Spectra
[30] Spectra from acoustic signals have been used to study attenuation and, for example, show significantly higher attenuation in the thermosphere than the stratosphere. We have used acoustic-to-seismic coupled signals in our study, and although the coupling factor is unknown, the receiver response at any given station r is assumed to be invariant between arrivals. Thus, we assume that each of the multiple acoustic signals recorded at a given station is convolved with the same receiver term. We support this assumption by noting that there is only minor variation in arrival azimuths between signals at a given station and that arrival elevations vary by less than 20°(cf. Figure 8 ).
We adopt a simple model of a signal recording as follows,
where s a (t) is the ath time domain signal recorded at a site, b (t) is the bolide source term, p a (t) is the infrasound propagation term for the ath signal, r(t) is a receiver term, and the asterisk is To the west, rays with celerity near 290 m/s are stratospherically ducted (including uS, dS, uS 2 ). The slower signals seen to the south and southeast are ducted in the thermosphere (dT and uT ). For clarity, tropospherically ducted energy has not been included in this plot (i.e., dW n , uSW n , uTW n ), where modes interacting with the planetary boundary layer and terrain become trapped near the surface.
the convolution operator. We assume r(t) is due to the geology at that site as the instruments are broadband and flat across the frequency band of interest. In the frequency domain this becomes
where capitals denote the Fourier transforms. Similarly, for another signal (b), we have
We concluded earlier that the source of the signals is a terminal explosion and therefore assume here that the source term is omnidirectional. Since the receiver term is invariant with time, a ratio of spectra from two signals recorded by the same seismometer should be equivalent to the ratio of the different propagation terms, i.e.,
We then estimate a transfer function from one path to another, T ab (f ), by stacking spectral ratios of the two corresponding signals from all stations that recorded both, i.e.,
The assumption is that the paths taken by all signals on a given branch are not significantly different (e.g., all stratospherically ducted or thermospherically ducted). In our study, we have used smoothed power spectral estimates. We have also used branch 1 as our reference, as the propagation path is relatively simple; at ranges beyond 200 km, the paths are believed to be uS or uSW n (Figure 10 ).
[31] We show the transfer functions for branch pairs 2/1, 3/1, and 4/1 in green, blue, and red, respectively, in Figure 11 . In each case signal, "b" is the reference signal from branch 1 (see Figures 5 and 6 ). If the propagation term for a branch is identical to that of branch 1, the transfer function should be unity at all frequencies. We see that the transfer functions are near unity for pairs 2/1 and 3/1. This suggests that our interpretation of branches 2 and 3 as being stratospherically ducted is correct, since we see no significant difference between these paths and the simpler, presumed stratospheric, first branch. The one outlier is pair 4/1 for frequencies above 0.7 Hz, suggesting more attenuation along path 4, consistent with that expected for a thermospheric branch. As discussed above, ray tracing and finite difference modeling also suggests that branch 4 is thermospheric. We defer a more in depth discussion of propagation and finite difference modeling to de Groot-Hedlin et al. (submitted manuscipt).
Discussion
[32] Ever since warfare has been conducted with large artillery, it has been observed that sound intensity on the ground can be highly variable [Ross, 2000] . Many early Figure 11 . Stacked spectral ratios of branches 2, 3, and 4 relative to branch 1 (shown in green, blue, and red, respectively). The stacks were based on data from 79 stations (branch 2 versus branch 1), 29 stations (branch 3 versus branch 1), and 53 stations (branch 4 versus branch 1).
examples of shadow zones are based on verbal accounts of aural observations (for a review, see de Groot-Hedlin et al.
[2010]). Although instrument recordings confirmed these observations at infrasound frequencies [Whipple, 1931; Gutenberg, 1939] , detailed studies of shadow zones with instruments have been rare. We know that any given propagation path comes with its own shadow zones. Shadow zones from different propagation paths might overlap, or a shadow zone from one path might be infused by sound that propagated along a different path. As the spatial limits of shadow zones vary, the area in which the sound that propagated along a particular path reaches the ground will also vary, and therefore some sources may be detected more than once.
[33] Today, we collect high-quality data at sample rates well above 1 Hz, allowing us to study wavetrains across a broadband extending to the high-infrasound range. Processing array recordings gives much local control on other signal characteristics (most notably velocity). Although we have more infrasound arrays in operation than at any time in history, the recording network is still relatively sparse. Our sampling of the infrasound wavefield from any source is irregular, and each array can only be regarded as providing a spot measurement. We can only infer the spatial structure of the infrasound wavefield from such a sparse network, much like how a geologist can infer the structure of a sedimentary basin by analyzing samples of rock from a few drill holes. Infrasound arrays give us a tantalizing, but very incomplete, sampling of the infrasound wavefield. Much like in oil exploration where dense lines of geophones are used to record active sources and fill in the blanks between points of ground truth (drill holes), it seems important that we infill the large gaps between infrasound arrays in an effort to probe much more deeply the nature of sound propagation.
[34] One could easily point out that seismic instruments are not ideal tools for atmospheric research. Seismometers do not directly record atmospheric pressure variations but record, faithfully, how the Earth moves. For our type of study, seismometers record how the ground responds to loading of the Earth's surface by atmospheric pressure variations due to a source above the ground. We assume that the local site response is imprinted on the pure acoustic signal as coupling from acoustic to seismic occurs. Stations in the USArray provided most recordings used in this study. A key design feature of the USArray is that bedrock sites have been avoided; all stations are deployed above sediments. The goal was to deploy a network that would respond to incident seismic signals as uniformly as possible. Although for this reason we do not expect a significant variation in acoustic-to-seismic coupling between adjacent stations or across the entire network of stations, the results of our analyses do not require an assumption regarding the material properties beneath each station. Furthermore, we do not know if the energy clearly recorded in the seismic networks is due to the acousticto-seismic conversion phenomenon or if it is related to a mechanical sensor effect due to the passing pressure wave. Our analyses do not require either of these assumptions, because we simply picked the onset time of energy on the seismograms that move out between a minimum and maximum moveout velocity (intentionally without guidance from ray tracing) and have identified stations for which there was no energy observed. We show spatial patterns in these observations and nonobservations that match fairly well to those predicted by 3-D ray tracing using an ECMWF model. Quite simply, this favorable comparison between predictions and observations (Figure 7) indicates that there are no significant site-to-site variations in geology that affect our results.
[35] Because the sound speed is relatively slow, we now evaluate the effect of source location inaccuracies on our results. The main metric used to determine "goodness of fit" between our predictions and observations is celerity. Most stations have a range greater than 100 km. At such ranges, travel time is more sensitive to source latitude and longitude than source altitude. As detailed in a companion paper by Walker et al. [2010] , the uncertainty in X/Y source location is quantified, via reverse time migration with a bootstrap method, by a 95% uncertainty ellipse that is 13 km long by 2 km wide. The optimum location is close to the center of this ellipse and is 2 km from the source location provided by video camera back azimuth observations. Using just first arrival picks within 87 km of this source location, we solve for altitude and source time using 3-D ray tracing in another grid search. The source time is resolved perfectly (matches the video time stamp of the flash to with 0.5 s). The source altitude has an uncertainty of ±3 km. Source mislocation errors in latitude and longitude will map into observed celerity errors in Figure 7 . However, these inaccuracies will decrease with increasing range. For example, if we assumed a source location that was actually 5 km farther to the east, we would expect, at a range of 100 km, a celerity inaccuracy that varies as a function of azimuth from +14 m/s in the east to 0 m/s in the north and south directions to −14 m/s in the west. In Figure 7a , we do observe changes in celerity within the first 100 km (mostly due to hyperbolic moveout associated with a stratospheric source altitude); however, the range is quite variable for these stations, making such an evaluation of source inaccuracy difficult. However, for a range of 300 km, the azimuthally dependent celerity inaccuracy from north to west would span 5 m/s. This 5 m/s variation is within the scatter of the observed celerities, suggesting that the source is relatively well located and that our results are reliable.
[36] Taking care to avoid aspects of the seismic data that are uncertain, we have found that the signal onsets recorded at a nearly continuous function of range and azimuth from the bolide source help to fill in the blanks between the infrasound arrays. In this study, the blanks are huge; within 500 km of the source, there was just a single infrasound array. With the blanks filled in, we have been able to observe with detail and high confidence several branches of infrasound propagation from the bolide source to a range of 500 km. As discussed by Walker et al. [2010] , stacking techniques clearly reveal branches to 800 km from this event.
[37] Bolides propagate well above Mach 1 (4-70 km/s) [ReVelle, 1997; Taylor and Elford, 1998 ]. Before we interpret the branches, can we be confident that we are observing a point source (the terminal burst) and not sound shed from the line source that came before? This is always a valid question in infrasound studies of bolides [e.g., ReVelle, 1997; Edwards, 2010] . As is shown in Walker et al. [2010] , video data point to a flash location that is within 2 km of the seismic location (Figure 2) . Furthermore, if the signals used to locate the source originated from the Mach cone, the source location uncertainties would not be as small. Although we have not attempted to accurately constrain the entry path of the bolide as was done by Langston [2004] , a cursory inspection of the video data indicates the bolide approached its burst point from the north. Cameras in Portland (to the west of the terminal burst) and Boise (to the southeast) provided the strongest evidence for this claim [Walker et al. 2010] . We have not observed any arrivals that have moveout velocities consistent with a supersonic line source. We expect that a signal from the Mach cone exists but is much smaller and embedded in the larger signals from the terminal burst.
[38] We have presented our analysis of a large database of signal arrival times from a point source. We have observed the spatial extent of infrasound branches from the source. We have observed variations of the celerity of the branches with range, the relative timing of the branches at a nearly continuous function of range, and the amplitude of the branches as a function of range and azimuth with respect to background noise (Figure 6 ). Observing acoustic branches evolve across great distances spanned by relatively dense seismic networks rather than "spot" checking them at isolated points provides a deeper understanding of the nature of long-range infrasound propagation and permits more rigorous tests of our atmospheric models, models that are essential for infrasound research. These atmospheric infrasound branches are somewhat reminiscent of branches of seismic signals (such as mantle phases and core phases) that are readily studied with seismic networks [e.g., Shearer, 1991] .
[39] From the standpoint of acoustic propagation physics, this event is particularly interesting because it occurred during a sudden stratospheric warming when that atmosphere was in a dynamically unstable state. The observed branches extend almost exclusively to the west, southwest, and northwest of the source and not to the east, as normally expected at this location during the winter. Other such events have also been recently observed by Evers and Siegmund [2009] and predicted by Drob et al. [2010b] .
[40] As suggested by Le Pichon et al. [2005] , Drob et al. [2010b] , and the results presented here, the comparison of observed and predicted infrasound arrivals provides a means to corroborate related observations, resolving discrepancies between the various high-latitude specifications. Typical uncertainties of the available atmospheric specifications models are on the order of 5-7 m/s in this altitude region, increasing to perhaps even 10 m/s under certain conditions, with these uncertainties pertaining to the average wind fields over some finite time interval and model grid cell. Available atmospheric specifications do not attempt to deterministically resolve subgrid scale structures, such as localized atmospheric gravity waves that may increase these uncertainties slightly. In addition, the wind fields in these models at these altitudes are not derived from direct routine global wind measurements but instead are the result of the assimilation of global satellite-based temperature soundings in the global equations of fluid dynamics. On average, the values in the available models are accurate (as described in the afore mentioned references), but locally under the rapidly changing dynamical conditions of a sudden stratospheric warming where planetary wave-scale wave-breaking events occur, it is not unreasonable to think that specifications have greater uncertainly/less accuracy in the affected regions. As described by Manney et al. [2008] , in the limited geographic region affected by the sudden stratospheric warming's (SSW), current high-latitude data assimilation systems (e.g., ECMWF, GEOS5) [Rienecker et al., 2008] produce accurate specifications below 60 km, but existing systems have occasional difficulties above 60 km. However, even during SSW conditions, winds provided by existing data assimilation systems should be more accurate than any climatological specification, which is simply based on averages of historical data (CIRA86 [Fleming et al., 1988] and HWM07 ). In general, the ECMWF model for this event provides the predictions that agree the most with our observed arrivals, despite its inability to predict one of the branches.
[41] In addition, the variations of the backazimuth of the contact points of the thermospherically ducted signals are governed by the phase of the diurnal and semidiurnal migrating tides. The upward-propagating diurnal and semidiurnal tides are a vertically polarized gravity wave with vertical wavelengths on the order of 20 km [e.g., Forbes, 1995] . As result, the direction of maximum winds at a given altitude (e.g., 110 km) rotates in azimuth with the phase of the migrating tides. Consequently, the azimuth, for which thermospherically ducted waves will have the lowest turning point and thus undergo the least attenuation, will also rotate in azimuth around a given source location with local time. This effect was first observed by Donn and Rind [1972] and recently revisited by Le Pichon et al. [2005] , where the detection of thermospheric modes along a fixed back azimuth depends on local time, even though the source characteristics remained independent of local time. Furthermore, for certain geographic locations and times/seasons, the dynamical variability of the upper mesospheric and thermospheric modes may be even greater than can be presently calculated by the combination of the ECMWF and HWM07 models; particularly after accounting for observed and documented nonmigrating tides [Forbes et al., 2003] , day-to-day and interseasonal tidal variability [Fritts and Isler, 1994; Lieberman et al., 2007] , and the existence of vertically propagating and stationary mesosphere lower thermosphere planetary waves [Smith, 1996; McLandress et al., 2006] .
[42] With respect to the inability to completely explain the third branch of arrivals in Figure 6 , the problem may not simply be related to errors in the atmospheric specifications as provided. Other issues involve assumptions made about the propagation physics, including not properly accounting for the presence of the subgridscale internal gravity wavefield [Chunchuzov, 2004; Kulichkov et al., 2008] , as well as nonlinear acoustic wave propagation effects [Millet et al., 2007] . The results in Figure 10 show several discrete bands of detections with classically predicted shadow zones, while the observations shown in Figure 3 indicate a continuous distribution of detections at all ranges. This is most likely the result of ignoring the subgrid scale internal gravity wave spectrum fluctuations in our forward calculations, but such calculations are beyond the current discussion and are planned for a follow on publication. Preliminary modeling with a 2-D model seems to support this conclusion. Furthermore, the calculations suggest that modification of the propagation physics by accounting for gravity wave fluctuations may also explain those differences between the predicted and observed arrival branches, such as the third observed branch in Figure 6 .
[43] Atmospheric shadow zones have been known to exist for a long time. In the high-frequency ray approximation, rays refract away from regions of higher wave speed. Upward refraction can be due to either an increase in temperature or wind speed with altitude. The former results in an isotropic shadow zone with a width that is purely a function of source height and range; a wind-induced shadow zone is anisotropic, with a fairly quick decay of signal energy as a function of source-receiver azimuth at some roughly constant range. Within the resolution of the uneven station distribution, this predicted decay is what is observed in branches 1 (uS ) and 2 (dS) in Figures 5c, 7a , and 7b and predicted in Figure 10 . At a range of about 300 km, the first and second branches are observed to decrease in energy from an azimuth of 195°-180°(representing a distance of 50-100 km). The northern extent of branch 2 is also consistent with that predicted, although the northern edge of branch 1 is poorly defined. These consistencies suggest that the high-frequency ray approximation works well and that both diffraction and scattering played a minor role, if any, at these frequencies in this wind-induced shadow zone.
[44] Although the location of the azimuthal decay of energy is well predicted by the ray tracing, the location of the expected decay of energy with range is not fully consistent with that predicted. For example, the innermost edge of branch 2 in Figure 7b is along the 200 km radius. This edge is predicted to be 50 km further to the west (Figure 10 ). Although this significant deviation may be simply explained by inaccuracies in the velocity model, the observed effect of diffraction or turbulent scattering could also be an anisotropic phenomenon, imparting a greater influence in the spatial decay rate downwind of the source than in a crosswind direction.
Conclusions
[45] The 2008 Oregon bolide was registered by hundreds of seismometers to a range of several hundreds of kilometers illuminating detection patterns in range and azimuth at a level of detail unattainable by conventional global infrasound arrays. A sudden stratospheric warming event reversed the winds and caused unexpected ducting to the west. Threedimensional ray tracing with a range-dependent G2S model resolves the majority of these observations. Other perturbations to the velocity model due to tidal factors and gravity waves may explain the minor discrepancies between the observed and predicted branches.
[46] Although one must use caution when interpreting amplitudes, the remarkable consistency in the observed and predicted first arrival time patterns suggest that they accurately illuminate shadow zones due to the influence of the westward winds associated with the sudden stratospheric warming. The azimuthal edges of these shadow zones appear to be better predicted than the range edges for the stratospherically ducted phases. However, there is arguably better azimuth resolution than range resolution due to an uneven station distribution.
[47] The ray tracing predicted a wide distribution for thermospheric arrivals. The observed arrivals that had thermospheric characteristics ensonified a much smaller area. We interpret this observation to be due to wind speed fluctuations in the lower thermosphere that were not captured in the G2S model, specifically the amplitude and phase of diurnal tidal components encapsulated in HWM07. These fluctuations gave rise to earlier than predicted returns that took significantly different raypaths than those predicted to have returned from turning points at higher altitudes in the thermosphere, which would have been more attenuated and perhaps below the seismic network noise floor.
[48] Although seismic networks have traditionally been designed just to probe downward to examine the Earth's interior structure and to study seismic sources, it seems clear that such data can provide valuable information about atmospheric sources and the structure of the atmosphere. The information can be useful, provided the signals are abrupt and recorded well above noise; however, it would always be preferable to directly record acoustic signals free of concern about acoustic-to-seismic coupling. In addition, any geophysical source near the Earth's free surface can potentially emit both upgoing acoustic energy and downgoing seismic energy. It seems clear that our understanding of the physics of such a 3-D source would remain incomplete if we rely on just one type of sensor, either acoustic or seismic. The two fields, seismology and atmospheric acoustics, are clearly interconnected. Perhaps as more examples of this interconnectedness come available there will be increased interest in colocating seismic and acoustic sensors and collecting true broadband atmospheric pressure data at a density that will permit real progress in our understanding of infrasound propagation.
Appendix A: New Nomenclature for Infrasound Propagation [49] We have extended the nomenclature of Brown et al. [2002] to allow us to represent any arbitrary path through the atmosphere from an infrasound source to a receiver on the ground with a simple-coded term. A coded term that is assigned to such a path is constructed by the following simple rules. We define a basic term to represent a simple propagation path. Any complex path is broken down into a sequence of simple segments between the source and receiver, and the term that represents the entire path is simply a concatenation of basic terms that represent each simple segment of the overall path. The order in which the overall code is constructed from left to right reflects the order of propagation segments beginning with the source and ending at the receiver. The approach is not new. The global seismology community has used such a nomenclature to describe seismic propagation through the solid Earth for decades. We feel it is time that we have a corresponding nomenclature to describe propagation paths in the atmosphere above the solid Earth.
[50] We begin with the basic nomenclature of Brown et al. [2002] , i.e., we use the letter W to represent infrasound ducted in the troposphere. Similarly, we use the letters S and T to represent sound ducted in the stratosphere and in the thermosphere, respectively. This is a slight departure from Brown et al. [2002] in that the terms do not include the letter I to signify infrasound propagation. It is implicit that our terms represent infrasound paths. It is also implicit when the terms W, S, and T are used that the lower bound of the duct is the Earth's free surface. Special terms are introduced later that describe propagation in an elevated duct.
[51] A prefix to each coded term describes the direction of sound propagation as it leaves the source. The letter u represents sound propagating up from the source, and the letter d represents sound propagating down.
[52] As shown in Figure A1 , we therefore represent simple propagation down from the source to the ground with the letter d, regardless of the altitude of the source. This is the one special path in our nomenclature which is entirely described just by its direction leaving the source. The term dW represents propagation down from the source followed by one leg of the overall path ducted in the troposphere. The term dWW represents a path like dW, except there is one additional reflection at the Earth's surface and one extra turn in the troposphere. A more compact form we prefer to describe paths that involve multiple turns in one duct uses a subscript to represent the number of turns. Therefore, dWW is written more compactly as dW 2 , a notation that is certainly preferred for paths that involve many turns in a layer. With this in mind, to describe an arbitrarily large, and perhaps unknown, number of turns in the duct, we use the term dW n . Using this basic structure, we describe propagation through a stratospheric duct or a thermospheric duct by replacing the letter "W " with a S or with a T, respectively (as shown in Figure A1a ).
[53] For a path in which the energy is directed upward from the source and turns once before reaching the ground, we would use uW to represent energy ducted once in the troposphere and uS and uT represent upward energy ducted in the stratosphere and the thermosphere, respectively (refer to Figure A1b) .
[54] Energy trapped in an elevated duct is described with the same basic structure; however, we use the terms We, Se, and Te to represent elevated tropospheric, stratospheric, and thermospheric ducts, respectively. Figure A1c shows two simple examples of terms assigned to paths involving elevated ducts.
[55] With these basic components, we can now describe arbitrarily complex infrasound propagation paths. A path (shown in Figure A1d ) up from a source that turns 3 times in an elevated stratospheric duct before exiting the duct and then becoming ducted twice in a ground level tropospheric duct is represented by the term uSe 3 W 2 . A path down from a source above the stratosphere ducted twice in an elevated stratospheric duct, then leaking out into an elevated tropospheric duct in which the number of turns is large and unknown is described as dSe 2 We n (as shown in Figure A1d ).
[56] Finally, referring to Brown et al. [2002] , we represent the Lamb surface wave simply with the term L.
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